[Symptomatic struma intratrachealis, a differential diagnostic challenge].
The intratracheal goiter is a rare, benign disease accompanied by dyspnoea, stridor, and cough. The specific symptom within the non-specific symptoms is the rapid therapy-resistant progression that can be fatal if it is unrecognized and not treated. Observation of an intratracheal tumor leads to a series of further differential diagnostic considerations with the most important question--malignant or benign--which needs to be clarified. The type of tissue can be determined by means of a biopsy. Classification of the grade of the tissue is not possible in every case and always depends on the method used. This is especially true in the case of highly differentiated tumors as they appear on the thyroid. We introduce a 67-year-old female patient whose case history and results can be described as classic in comparison to the literature and who showed all the clinical and morphological characteristics of intratracheal goiter. We refer to the two most possible theories concerning the etiology. Extirpation of the tumor with or without a temporary tracheostomy is the suitable therapy for adults to achieve functionally indisputable results without recurrence. Knowledge about these rare intratracheal tumors can help avoid a generous resection with high risks or even foreseeable consequences.